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Despite a severe environment for printing and machine tools 
businesses primarily due to growing uncertainty of the world 
economy, we achieved record sales in FY 2015 mainly owing to 
the new consolidated company Domino.

Operating income was approximately 10 billion yen less than 
our initial forecast. The main reasons are as follows:
- Costs associated with the acquisition of Domino and the 

amortization of goodwill had a negative impact of 
approximately 3.8 billion yen on profit.

- The Yenʼs appreciation against the Euro had a negative 
impact of approximately 5 billion yen on profit.

Current profits decreased. However, excluding the impact from 
the acquisition of Domino, we believe that the profit remained 
almost the same level as that of last year.
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Amid a severe business environment, sales of communications 
and printing equipment for the full year of FY 2015 were almost 
flat year on year.
Sales of electronic stationery remained steady and increased by 
approximately 5%.

Operating income decreased. However taking into account the 
negative impact from a stronger Yen against the Euro and the 
harsh economic environment, we believe we secured a 
moderate profit.
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Sales in Russia were once strong but have become weak due to 
the economic slowdown. Nevertheless, sale as a whole 
increased due to robust sales in Western Europe.

Operating income remained at the same level as that of last 
year and secured a profit margin of 9%.
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In industrial sewing machines, the model launched last year 
received a positive feedback from customers and sales 
remained strong.
In addition, sales of garment printers, which are used for mainly 
printing on T-shirts, remained steady and sales of consumables 
were also robust.

In machine tools, sales to the smartphone case processing 
related industry completely peaked out.
On the other hand, sales of specific models to the automobile 
industry were gradually increasing. Sales to the car industry in 
Japan and the U.S. were steady.
Although these sales were not fully able to make up for a 
decline in sales to IT customers, we believe that we are on the 
right track at present.
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Sales increased due to the launch of the new models and the 
new consolidated Teichiku.

Regrettably, operating losses were recorded for two consecutive 
years due to the amortization of goodwill resulting from the 
acquisition of Teichiku, an increase in music production costs 
and a decrease in gross profit brought by increased rental 
transaction volume.

Impairment loss on valuation of shares of Xing, which was 
recorded in our non-consolidated financial statements, had no 
impact on our consolidated financial statements.
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Although Nisseiʼs sales decreased in Japan, its sales increased in 
the Americas, contributing to profitability improvement.

To accelerate synergies with the Machinery & Solution business, 
the industrial parts business will unite with the industrial sewing 
machines and machine tools businesses in order to develop 
operations as the Machinery business.
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In the cording & marking business, sales increased steadily and 
maintained single digit year-on-year growth.
In the digital printing business, sales continually rose with an 
annual growth rate of over 15%.

Domino group maintained a profit margin of approximately 15%, 
as planned.
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We released our new mid-term business strategy CS B2018 in 
March.

We will focus on expanding business in the industrial area and 
shift the existing printing business into a profitability 
enhancement business to contribute to corporate-wide business 
performances.



Each of our businesses aimed to become No.1 or No.2 in the 
world including emerging countries. However, considering 
changes in the business and economic environments, we will 
reposition our printing and karaoke businesses as profitability 
enhancement businesses.

On the other hand, growth businesses, such as Domino and 
Machinery, will aim to expand actively.
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Please refer to the above explanation.
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Please refer to the above explanation.
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We will voluntarily adopt IFRS from FY 2016 and disclose 
financial results under IFRS.
For reference, the forecast prepared under Japanese GAAP is 
also presented for comparison.

Considering the trend of the appreciation of the Yen, we expect 
sales to decrease.
On a local currency basis, while sales of machines tools are 
expected to decrease, sales in other businesses are expected to 
increase.

The Yenʼs appreciation will also decrease operating profit. 
However, since there will be no amortization of goodwill under 
IFRS, operating profit will not fall significantly.

Net income is expected to increase to 31.5 billion yen, although 
there is some difference between the figure under IFRS and the 
figure under Japanese GAAP.
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Based on our basic policy, we will pay dividends with a target 
consolidated dividend payout ratio of 30%.
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ROE is expected to exceed 9%; the target stated in our mid-
term business strategy.

That is all.
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